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In addition to the above eleven members who died in 1999, mention should
be made of four further names.

Jose Burman, a South African member, died in 1995 but was not included
at the time.

Ginette Harrison was the first woman to climb Kangchenjunga, in 1998.
Whilst not yet a member, she had started the application process for
membership. She died on Dhaulagiri last year.

Yossi Brain, who sent us valuable reports from South America for the
Area Notes, died in an avalanche on 25 September 1999 while mountain
eering with friends in Northern Bolivia. Yossi touched the lives of a lot of
people, through his lively, bright, and often irreverent sense of humour which
permeated his guiding, his books, his articles and above all his spirit. He
achieved a lot in the time he had, making two different and sucessful
careers, and providing inspiration to many.

Ulf Carlsson was Chairman of the Mountain Club of Kenya between 1993
and 1996. He wrote an article about the Swedish mountains for the 1997
Alpine Journal and was well known to some of our members. He died in the
Pamir in 1999.

Geoffrey Templeman
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Charles Warren, 1906-1999

Our Honorary Member Charles Warren, who died at Felsted a few days
short of his 93rd birthday, was the oldest surviving member of the pre-war
Everest expeditions. His early years were spent in West London where his
father had a medical practice. After school at Eastbourne, he went for a
summer holiday with his father to Switzerland, and had his first experience
of the Alps: a short expedition with a Lunn's Tours guide to the Betemps
hut above Zermatt in that grand country dominated by the Matterhorn.

Charles, enthralled, was hooked for life. At Emmanuel College, Cam
bridge where he read medicine, he joined a powerful group of climbers,
among them Laurence Wager, Jack Longland, Ted Hicks, Peter Lloyd and
Ivan WaIler with whom he climbed in the Peak District, North Wales and
Scotland, with longer vacation seasons in the Alps. On a visit to Black Rocks,
Derbyshire he got into difficulties while soloing a steep pitch. Unable to
finish the climb or to come down, he eventually fell off, landed on his feet
and after a somersault finished up on his back. Undeterred, he rubbed him
self down and continued climbing. With a: good list of classic Alpine ascents
to his credit and by now qualified as a doctor, in 1933 he joined Marco
Pallis, together with Hicks, Richard Nicholson and Colin Kirkus on an expe
dition to the Gangotri glacier. Here, he made his mark when he climbed
Bhagirathi III (as it is now called). The crux, at over 21,OOOft, involving
loose rock and a struggle with an overhang which was led by Kirkus, was a
remarkable achievement at that time. But perhaps just as remarkable was
the Alpine style of the approach and ascent; with no porters, he and Kirkus
were entirely self-supporting for six days, carrying a bivouac tent and a week's
supply of food, chiefly pemmican and boiled sweets.

This success led to an invitation to join Eric Shipton's 1935 reconnaissance
expedition to Everest and the subsequent well documented attempts in 1936
led by Hugh Ruttledge and 1938 led by Bill Tilman. Charles, with natural
modesty, was never sure whether he was invited as a doctor who could
climb or as a climber who happened to be a doctor. Nevertheless, during
these three Everest years, which were dogged by poor weather, heavy snow
or early monsoon, he fulfilled both roles, climbing to above the North Col
and attending to the medical needs of the expedition. He kept detailed
records, thus contributing to the then limited knowledge and awareness of
high altitude medicine and the effects of oxygen. It was in 1935 during the
approach to the North Colon the upper East Rongbuk Glacier that Charles,
slightly ahead of his party, discovered the body of the lone climber, Maurice
Wilson, who had made his attempt on Everest the previous year. After
burying the body in a crevasse Charles' diary recalls, 'I thought I had grown
immune to the sight of the dead, but somehow or other, in the circumstances,
and because of the fact that he was, after all, doing much the same as
ourselves, his tragedy seemed to have been brought a little too near to home
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for us.' Recent attempts by the media to sensationalise certain aspects of
this episode caused Charles much unease.

1935 ended more happily when heavy snow prevented further progress
and the party which also included Ti1man retreated to the nearby glacier
where a delightful month was spent map-making and climbing some 26
peaks over 20,OOOft, including Khartaphu and Kharta Changri, in a feast of
lightweight Hima1ayan exploration and first ascents unrivalled before or
since. Not long ago, Charles was delighted to receive a card from a party
visiting the same area who had hoped to claim virgin summits only to find
'you had been there before us'. The years of 1936 and 1938 were no more
successful on Everest because of poor conditions. Charles preferred the
more modest 1938 expedition, led by Tilman with a small party of compatible
climbers, free from the leadership squabbles that had preceded the earlier
two expeditions and in which he characteristically had taken no part.

On these three attempts Charles had as his personal Sherpa the young
Tenzing Norgay who, after his 1953 ascent, stayed with the Warrens at their
home in Fe1sted, much to the delight of the local community. And it was in
1936 that he brought back the first colour slides of Everest, carefully taken
with a Leica which is still in use today.

I recently asked Charles what he thought of Everest these days. Would
he want to go back? His reply was typical. 'No, the mountain has been
climbed and the romance has gone out of it for me. Let us glory in the first
ascent.' A romantic all his life, he did not approve of the recent efforts to
find Mallory and Irvine. He hoped they would never be found, leaving the
great mystery unsolved.

During the war, he served as a GP at Mill Hill and as paediatrician at
Bishop's Stortford Hospital. After the war and by now married to Dorothy
Lowick, a radiographer, they settled in Fe1sted. Charles decided to specialise
in paediatrics and obtained a consultancy at Ghelmsford, later joining the
staff at Colchester. Throughout the remainder of his professional career he
extended his area from Brentwood to Harwich with his main unit at
Chelmsford, where he was renowned for developing the technique of
performing exchange blood transfusions on infants with neo-nata1jaundice.
In combination with colleagues he made great contributions to the treatment
of jaundicia1 infants and conducted meticulous studies in the management
of patients with Wilson's disease. He was elected FRCP in 1967.

In spite of a demanding professional life in which he took a full part in
hospital administration and management, Charles continued to climb
whenever he could, enjoying particularly the early post-war Club meets when
young climbers were introduced to the Alps, and the Matterhorn celebrations
in 1965. He climbed in Kenya, the Ruwenzori and South Africa where he
was made an honorary member of the Mountain Club of South Africa. His
climbing partner was usually lain Ogi1vie, with whom he did many more
Alpine classics, and regularly visited Scotland and the Lake District. He
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joined the SMC in 1968 and in 1977, at the age of 71, completed the traverse
of the Cuillin ridge with his old friend Ivan Waller. Of light build, and
never athletic nor an outstanding performer on rock or ice, he was a real
lover of the mountains and a strong goer. Above all he was a tremendous
enthusiast, never happier than when planning his next mountain trip even
when his own powers were waning. He always delighted in the success of
others. But the record of his climbing over a period of nearly 60 years speaks
for itself.

Charles' interests were wide ranging. He had a deep love of the literature
of the Romantic period and was devoted to the study of early English
watercolours of which he had a fine collection. The Alpine Club is indeed
indebted to him for the years spent as Honorary Keeper of the Club's Pictures.
Much time was spent in the basement of South Audley Street, sorting,
mounting and cataloguing. By arranging exhibitions he sought to bring the
Club's treasures to the attention of members and the wider public, a principle
about which he felt strongly. Over the years he gave most generously to the
Club and to the Alpine Club Library from his own collections of books and
pictures, most recently important Alpine watercolours by Ruskin. He was
Vice-President of the Club in 1963 and was made an Honorary Member in
1980. Charles' wife died in 1992; there were no children.

For many years he was a trustee of the Wordsworth Trust, Grasmere.
Again, he was exceptionally generous in his gifts of books and pictures
relating to the Romantic period. Through his friendship with the director,
Dr Robert Woof, he quietly helped in arranging for the Trust to house a
valuable part of the Library when the Club left South Audley Street and
before the move to Charlotte Road.

One particular occasion which gave Charles great pleasure was a party
given at his home to celebrate his 90th birthday and attended by many friends
representing the three absorbing interests of his life: mountaineering,
literature and the arts, and the medical profession. To the very end he
remained mentally alert and interested in the contemporary mountain scene,
enjoying the attentions of the climbing world who came to seek his advice
and views, some of which had been forcibly expressed in letters to The Times
and to benefit from his remarkable memory. His last years were spent at
home surrounded by his pictures, his books and his beloved cat.

A personal note:
I first joined Charles in the Alps in 1974 for the second week of his holiday
with lain Ogilvie. I was reasonably fit and hoped the two elderly gentlemen,
as I thought of them, would not hold me back on our first route, the traverse
of the Grivola. I needn't have worried. It was not all their fault that the
climb took 18 hours. This was the first of many wonderful mountain days
we had together over the next 23 years, often with Dick AlIen, a young
colleague of lain Ogilvie's. But it was not all climbing. Charles introduced
us to many of the cultural pleasures of a leisurely Alpine holiday: a diversion
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to see an old bridge perhaps painted by Turner, an hour or two off route to
view a favourite baroque church or the Whymper/Carrel carving in a run
down hotel in Chatillon, and the glorious organ festival at Aosta. Nor were
the gastronomic delights of France ignored. A fine meal on the way home
was usually followed, for contrast, by a night out in a field, or most
memorably on the tables of a roadside picnic site. We always slept well.
Our last rock climb together, with Dick and his son on Dow Crag on Charles'
80th birthday was properly celebrated with champagne on the summit.

But despite his love of mountains, of art and of books, other things were
more important to him. A few years ago a group of us sent him a card from
the mountains. He had not been well and could not be with us. In his reply
let Charles have the last word:

'That card with the signatures of myoid friends did me much good....
Letters from grateful parents for example please me more than all things
including my mountaineering memories; and the old ticket collector at
Chelmsford station who once stopped the train for me because I had been
kind to his child. No, these are the things that matter; our human
relationships. Not necessarily getting to the top of a high mountain. That
is good fun but rather unimportant. But how glad I was to have had the
opportunity to do something supremely unimportant, but of tremendous
interest in life.'

Oliver Turnbull

Michael Ward wn'tes:
Charles Warren played a major role in the four Himalayan expeditions in
which he took part between 1933 and 1938. Soon after qualifying at
St Bartholomew's Hospital, London, in 1933 he was asked by some Liverpool
friends to join an expedition to Garhwal. The party included Ted Hicks and
Colin Kirkus, a brilliant young British rock climber, and Warren and Kirkus
made the first ascent of central SatopanthPeak (now called Bhagirathi III).
Though at the time Kirkus had no Alpine experience, Warren felt that he
should have been chosen for either the 1935 or 1936 Everest expeditions.

At the end of his time 'on the house' at Barts, Warren, who had met Eric
Shipton at a Cambridge University Mountaineering Club meet in the Alps,
was asked by him to join the 1935 Everest expedition. As it was to be a
reconnaissance only, no supplementary oxygen was taken by this party, and
Michael Spender extended the survey of the Tibetan side of Everest. Warren,
Shipton and Edwin Kempson climbed to over 24,OOOft on the North Ridge,
which was higher than the height achieved by the 1936 party, before returning
in bad weather. Warren also took part in the survey, and by climbing a
number of peaks, including Kharta Phu, Peak 6991m, Peak 7003m and Karta
Changri, from which photo-theodolite readings were taken, he helped to
improve the accuracy of the subsequent map. The only account of the 1935
expedition, based on the diary Warren kept at the time, appeared, sixty
years later, in Alpine Journal 100,3-14,1995.
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Warren was chosen again for the 1936 Everest party. The appointment of
Hugh Rutt1edge as leader was not a popular choice, not for any personal
reason but because he was not in fact a climber. Although the expedition
was organised extremely well, receiving praise from the Sherpas, bad weather
foiled all attempts to get above the North Col. Although a mountaineering
failure, physiologically it was a success, for Warren carried out a number of
experiments, adding considerably to our knowledge of the effects of high
altitude on man, which were subsequently a great help to Griffith Pugh and
myself in 1951-52.

No expedition to Everest took place in 1937 because permission had not
been granted by the Tibetans, but Warren carried out a number of oxygen
trials in the UK and European Alps to test out the mechanical efficiency of
the closed-circuit apparatus, which he favoured at the time.

In 1938 Tilman led another party to the mountain. Originally he wished
to dispense with a Medical Officer but was persuaded to take Warren. This
turned out to be a wise decision, for members of the party were beset with
'flu and upper respiratory complaints. Despite misgivings from some
climbers and others, supplementary oxygen was taken and, using the open
circuit set, Peter Lloyd reached a height of about 27,400ft. At this altitude
he was convinced, even on a flow rate of 2 litres per minute, that he had less
muscle fatigue and was able to climb faster than Tilman who was not using
any supplementary oxygen; this was the first time that such a disparity had
been demonstrated under comparable conditions. Warren initially used
the closed circuit set above the North Col, but in spite of certain advantages
(such as a lower necessary flow rate of oxygen) he found the apparatus hot
and uncomfortable, complicated and liable to break down. As a result he
changed his mind and formed the opinion that the open-circuit set was more
suitable on Everest. This was the system that brought success in 1953.

In 1938, too, Warren had to deal with a Sherpa, Pasang, who developed a
stroke on the North Col - not a transient episode but a permanent one 
and with difficulty he arranged for him to be transported to base camp, and
then across the Tibetan Plateau to the Victoria Hospital, Darjeeling, where
he made a partial recovery.

It was clear that throughout this period, the interest of the Alpine Club and
Royal Geographical Society in the medical-scientific problem of the last thou
sand feet of Everest, which was critical to success, was sporadic and luke
warm. It was a great pity that the four Everest expeditions of the 1930s, in
which Warren took part, did not get the help that Griffith Pugh and I received
from the Medical Research Council, backed by the Royal Society, in 1951
52. If this had been available, Everest might have been climbed then.

Charles Warren was a slow, safe and reliable climber. A meticulous
observer and an extremely kind person with a restful personality, he must
have been a haven of calm, strength and comfort to the many children and
their parents whom, as a paediatrician, he treated with great dedication,
care and integrity.
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Dick Allen writes:
Charles Warren and lain Ogilvie, who had been climbing in the Alps for
many years, had decided that they should invite younger members to join
them. Oliver Turnbull had already climbed with them on a few occasions
and I was pleased to be invited by lain for whom I had worked in India. We
met at La Berarde. Sadly, this was to be lain's last Alpine season but it was
the beginning of years of wonderful mountain holidays for Oliver and
myself, often accompanied by Charles.

When Charles was 72 we visited Courmayeur with Richard Hobhouse.
We went into Gobbi's shop to buy a few items. Gobbi was intrigued and
enquired about our plans. 'We thought we would go to Mont Dolent', replied
Charles. 'Oh. Where will you stay?' 'In the Elena Hut'. To our surprise
this was received with roars of laughter. He informed us that this hut had
been demolished before the war. Charles pulled out his mint condition linen
backed map which had been printed in 1935. Undeterred, that night we
camped in Val Ferret using Charles' Everest tent, complete with bamboo
poles and brass fittings, and next day climbed Mont Dolent from the valley,
a vertical height of 6600ft. After long sitting glissades from the summit,
which delighted Charles, we walked leisurely back along the valley discussing
our next 'training' climb. Having listened thoughtfully for some time Charles
asked quietly, 'What are you training for?'. As he had hoped, this prompted
us to set our sights on a more challenging route. Two days later we climbed
the Old Brenva while he and Richard traversed the Rochefort Ridge. This
was Charles's last high Alpine route.

Both lain and Charles were members of the SMC and were regular
attenders at Easter Meets. On his 75th birthday, with our modest collection
of modern gear, we took Charles up the Cioch at Applecross and next day
climbed Ardverikie Wall. After the second climb Charles, who was very
traditional, showed us his boots, which he admitted were those he had worn
on Everest before the war.

In later years Charles was delighted to receive visitors and took pleasure
in keeping up with climbing news. Always well dressed in a tweed jacket,
flannels and his Alpine Club tie he would sit you down and offer a glass of
wine or sherry. His quiet and considered manner was very deceptive. As he
aged the pauses in conversation lengthened while he considered his reply;
but patience was always rewarded with interesting ideas and good advice.

Janet Adam Smith OBE, 1905-1999

Not having seen her for several months, I rang Janet one evening, shortly
after her ninety-third birthday. I need not have worried: 'I'm in the middle
of a party - sorry not to have invited you.' Two days later I received a post
card which epitomised both her zest for life and her favourite preoccupa
tions, mountains and literature:
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It was so good of you to check up on me! I'm fine, though clumsy and
creaky - I didn't go to the AGM or dinner but I did go with the Chorleys
to the splendid John Hunt memorial service at Windsor ... and last
night, your mother and I went to 'Shakespeare in Love', the 2nd time
for each of us.

Her climbing genes were promising. Her father, George Adam Smith (a
formidable Biblical scholar who became Principal of the University of
Aberdeen) had notched up creditable routes over several Alpine seasons
before being elected to the Alpine Club in 1886; he was later a founder
member of the Scottish Mountaineering Club. In 1889 he met Janet's mother,
Lily Buchanan, at the Riffel Alp from which, as Janet later wrote, 'not only
the affairs of the Alpine Club but also those of the public schools, Oxford,
Cambridge, the Church of England and maybe even the British Empire were
really run'. Their shared passion for the mountains was only matched by
their immediate enthusiasm for each other - they were engaged within ten
days. The Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr Benson, another Riffel alpinist
and witness to this whirlwind holiday romance, remarked to the young Free
Church Minister, 'You have taken a lamb from my flock - but I will forgive
you.' The bridesmaids carried edelweiss and wore brooches in the shape of
ice-axes. Janet, their sixth child, arrived on 9 December 1905 when her
father was off on a winter climb on Ben Lomond. In 1997, back in Aberdeen
for the inauguration of a new Chancellor, Lord Wilson, Janet returned to
the Principal's residence for a celebration dinner - before which she showed
his young children how to climb over the garden wall.

In spite of her connections with the old Liberal elite of Scotland she was
sent in 1918 as a scholar to Cheltenham Ladies College. From there she
went as an exhibitioner to study English at Somerville College, Oxford.
Her first trip to the Alps, at 18, was with her parents in 1923. Six years later
she was at the BBC, as assistant editor of The Listener, and, with her passion
for nineteenth century Romantic poets, she was susceptible to mountain
allure. At The Listener she published poems by the young Auden, Spender.
(both of whom had mountaineering brothers), MacNeice, Herbert Read,
and her future husband, Michael Roberts, whom she first met over a review
he was writing. Their talk had rapidly veered from Pound and Eliot to
Whymper and Mummery. His first birthday present included a volume of
Keats's letters and a pair of crampons.

On that first visit with her parents, Janet had packed a ball gown with her
climbing boots. But when she went back with Michael Roberts eleven years
later, one rucksack was enough - their idea was to climb a mountain or
cross a pass every day. Initially their expeditions were guided, first by Othon
Bron and in 1938 by Hans Brantschen (together they covered much ground
and made fine classic ascents on the Matterhorn, Zinalrothorn, Chamonix
Aiguilles, Finsteraarhorn, and Mont Blanc). She recalled these seasons in
Mountain Holidays (1946), a book which captures the spirit of pre-war
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alpinism and serves as a benchmark to the changes wrought by mass tourism.
In 1997, her ninety-second year, Mountain Holidays was republished, and
at the party she held to celebrate the event there were no less than seven
past presidents of the Club.

When Janet and Michael married in 1935, he was teaching in Newcastle.
From 1941 to 1944 he worked for the European Service of the BBC and
then became Principal of an Anglican teacher-training college in Chelsea.
In 1948 he died of leukaemia, and Janet was faced with bringing up four
young children on little money; lessons from the hills were brought abruptly
into a rationed, post-war kitchen. A decade later, she once remarked to a
much younger mother also trying to raise young children and do a job, 'My
dear, would you accept three words of advice? Just three. Don't Make
Puddings! And an apple and cheese will do for lunch.' That same young
mother noticed in later years that Janet made the most delicious puddings 
until shortly before she died.

Janet was elected to the Ladies Alpine Club in 1946. She was instrumental
in the merger of the two clubs in 1975, served as Vice-President in 1978-80,
and was made an Honorary Member in 1993. She took great pride in the
length of her family's association with the Club and particularly the spread
of family ascents of the Matterhorn (1885, 1936 and 1981). 'We have
produced no real tigers - but we have rubbed shoulders with tigers and even
had the luck to climb with them occasionally' she once wrote, rather
understating the case. Often they joined forces with other family parties,
with the Lloyds and Tom Longstaff, with the Longlands, Bicknells and
Feddens. In his own tribute Roger Chorley writes about her impressive routes
with Nea Morin after the war. 'What would my father have said - two ladies,
no guide, and each over SOL'

And the family tradition has continued. Janet's nephew Alick Buchanan
Smith took the 14-year-old Dougal Haston on his first hill-walks in Scotland;
her niece Clare Thomson climbed Batian direct by the original Mackinder
route up the Diamond Glacier, on her first trip on ice with her new husband
Jan Graaff. Janet was also extremely proud of her son Adam's first ascent
of the NW tower of St John's Smith Square (to investigate falling masonry,
the Westminster District Surveyor looking on) [qv 'A family century in the
Alpine Club' AJ 1982] and of another niece, Janet Rizvi, who has written
scholarly books on Ladakh and Kashmir.

If she was modest about her own mountaineering achievements, Janet's
career as biographer, critic, literary editor, scholar, visiting professor and
anthologist showed nothing to be modest about. After Michael Roberts'
death, she became literary editor of the New Statesman. But as early as
1935 she had edited the anthology Poems of Tomorrow. She also wrote noted
biographies of R L Stevenson (1937) and John Buchan (1965), and compiled
a critical edition of Stevenson's poetry. She edited the Faber Book of
Children's Verse (1953) and her husband's Collected Poems (1958); she
translated Roger Frison-Roche's First on the Rope (1949) and, jointly with
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Nea Morin, Maurice Herzog's Annapurna (1952) and Gervasutti's Climbs
(1957); she appeared as an expert defence witness during the trial of Lady
Chatterley's Lover. There was a stream of books and articles over sixty years.
And the energy never let up. In 1994 she returned to the Alps with a family
party and when she was 89 wrote four substantial articles for the New York
Review of Books. A week before she died, she had not only just fmished an
obituary of her close friend Christine Bicknell for the AJ but had also been
cited in the Letters page of the Times Literary Supplement for the leading
part she played in the revival of critical interest in Stevenson's life and work.

Mountains and literature combined naturally in her life and led to her
accumulating 'by accident' (or so she said) several hundred climbing books.
She wanted them to move future generations, particularly those who did
not have access to resources like those of the Alpine Club. So in 1992 she
gave part of her collection to form the core of the new Oxford Mountaineer
ing Library at the university's School of Geography.

Janet connected so many generations. A reviewer of the books describing
the discovery of Mallory's body in the summer of 1999 had only to lift the
telephone to get a first-hand account of her mature impressions at the time
he died. Not surprisingly, her life inspired fond, lengthy obituaries in all the
broadsheets, but Leonard Miall writing in The Independent struck a most
resonant chord: 'there seemed nothing at which Janet Adam Smith did not
shine. And she shone with an intensity that made others glow in response.'

Luke Hughes

Roger Chorley writes:
Janet's interest in mountains was far more than the mere physical activity
of climbing. She was interested in everything to do with mountains - the
nooks and crannies, the highways and byways, but above all mountains in
art and literature. So it was typical of her enthusiasm and boldness that, as
a young lady, she blew the whole of her first salary cheque - a whole month
- on buying her enchanting Francis Towne watercolour of the Mer de Glace.
Equally typical but in contrast is her delightful yet scholarly chapter on
Dorothy Wordsworth and Helvellyn in Portraits of Mountains.* This combi
nation of knowledge and enthusiasm made her a splendid companion to
gossip with about mountains, literature, paintings, or indeed people.

The Adam Smiths' strong mountaineering genes were reinforced in Janet's
case by meeting professionally, and then marrying, the poet and schoolmaster
Michael Roberts. He too was a mountaineer.

All this is evocatively related in Mountain Holidays, written during her
wartime evacuation in Penrith. It is a lovely book, which I place alongside
Dorothy Pilley's Climbing Days and Claud Schuster's Peaks and Pleasant
Pastures. Like all good books, its opening sentence immediately engages one:
'''Run and ask Professor Ker if you can join the party for Ben Nuis," said
my mother, as we came down Glen Cloy ... in April 1914. ' The answer was
"Yes", and Janet records' ... feeling I was no longer a baby.'

* Eileen Mo1ony (Ed.), Dobson, 1950
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Mountain Holidays is not about high adventure. 'It recalls,' as she says, 'no
great feats of mountaineering, no striking new ascents ... ' It is about 'the
pleasures of inns and villages, glens and pastures, gossip and idleness - all
the varied texture of holidays ... ' It is, for most of us, the essence of what
mountains and mountaineering are all about.

Michael's untimely death in 1948 and the consequent need to support
and bring up a lively family meant there was little time for the Alps. But a
literary collaboration with her friend Nea Morin, also a widow, led to their
joining forces in 1953 in Zermatt.

What they did was, I think, rather remarkable. They had three children in
tow aged 15, 16 and 17, and they decided to climb the Rothorn, a classic big
4000m peak. Then they thought they probably ought to have a guide - it
would be rather irresponsible not to! But if they had a guide, surely they
could do something rather more interesting than the ordinary route. So
instead, they did the finest route on the mountain - with the children! Two
years later they did one of the finest of the pre-war Chamonix rock climbs
the Mer de Glace face of the Grepon, Nea climbing with her daughter Denise,
a powerful cordee feminine if there ever was, and Janet with a guide. The
guide turned out to be incompetent. It was, I suspect, a bit of an epic.

I mention these two climbs, the Grepon being perhaps the best she ever
did, to again make the point that she was bold, but also that she was one of
those infuriating people who, in spite of little practice or opportunities to
get fit, had the ability to climb to a high standard. And to cap it all, she was
in her 50th year when she did the Grepon.

As she approached her '60s Janet took to mountain walking. And she
remarried. John Carleton was not a mountaineer, but he enjoyed the role,
as I think he put it, of 'mountain chauffeur', enabling Janet to do walks
which would otherwise have been impracticable. They were to enjoy a warm
and companionable nine years together.

The climbs with Nea Morin show the strong but attractive feminist
independence of her personality. But then, what would one expect from an
Aberdonian who was also a scholar of Somerville College, Oxford. So when,
in 1974, that then bastion of maledom, the Alpine Club, decided after 117
years to admit women, it was she who pointed out rather severely to her AC
friends that this would kill off their sister and equally venerable Ladies Alpine
Club. Good sense prevailed and the ladies were able to march into South
Audley Street in a merger of equals, with Janet becoming a Vice-President
and finally, in 1993, an Honorary Member.

Denise Evans writes:
Some 25 years my senior, Janet was a contemporary and close friend of my
mother. She was also a francophile and a very good friend to me throughout
my life, and to my family, and we had a number of French and English
friends in common. But after 1957, when I married and moved to North
Wales, I only saw her very rarely.
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As Nea recounts in her book, she first met Janet at the LAC when Janet
joined the Club in 1946. In 1948 Janet asked Nea to read the proofs of her
translation of Frison-Roche's Premier de Cordee ('First on the Rope'). This
marked the beginning of a remarkably fruitful collaboration in the translation
of French mountaineering books, the best known and most successful of
which was undoubtedly their translation of Maurice Herzog's Annapurna.

Although I did not join the Club myself until much later, I must have
been introduced to Janet at the LAC at about this time. Though a little
overawed by some of the older members of the LAC, I was already a keen
climber. Janet was always full of enthusiasm and encouragement and she
and Nea were probably responsible for my reviving the OUWMC which
numbered only four members when I went up to Oxford in 1952. Janet also
helped me with introductions to some ofher distinguished academic friends
at Somerville and elsewhere.

Although Janet and Nea were both widowed they managed to organise
exciting climbing holidays with their families, and had, besides, the
confidence and ability to lead their teenage children up notable Alpine routes.
In the summer of 1953 I had to go to Germany to improve my German and
so missed out on some of the best of their joint climbing adventures. After
climbing the Matterhorn with my brother Ian, Nea joined Janet for an
enterprising ascent of the Rothorngrat. While Janet's eldest son Andrew
climbed with Bernard Perren, the well-known guide, Janet led John Scott, a
friend of the Roberts family, and Nea led Ian. 'It was a grand expedition
which thrilled the boys.' Janet and Nea then went on to climb the Schalligrat
of the Weisshorn with Bernard Perren.

In the summer of 1955 the Robertses and the Monns were again climbing
en famille in the Alps. Nea and I met Janet and her party at Una Cameron's
villa at La Palud. Nea was keen to try the Mer de Glace face of the Grepon
with me, as a cordee feminine, and Janet very kindly agreed to climb with a
guide, if one could be found. The Bureau des Guides at Courmayeur
suggested a guide of whom Una said obscurely that he was 'not boy-friend
number one'. During the next few days we came to realise that this was
something of an understatement. He claimed to know the route and insisted
that instead of spending the night at the new Envers des Aiguilles hut, we
should climb up to the precariously perched Tour Rouge bivouac hut. No
one had been there for weeks, the only available water was polluted and we
later went down with an unpleasant infection for which the only cure,
according to Una, was whisky. Up at the Tour Rouge we soon realised that
our guide had never done the route before, with all the consequences Nea
describes so graphically. But until we eventually reached the summit it was
a fine, sunny day and I remember thinking, as I came level with the Aiguille
du Roe, how relaxed Janet seemed as she sat waiting for us and with how
little fuss she had just climbed in boots the same passage where I had been
obliged to change into my PAs. Nea and I were both impressed by her ability
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to climb hard rock without any special training; she must have kept up a
high level of general fitness.

One of the climbs which held a special place in Janet's memory was her
traverse of the Meije with Nea in 1958. It was probably the last big Alpine
ascent they made together. Alice Damesme, Micheline Morin and Nea had
made the first cordee feminine ascent in 1933 and now, 25 years later, Nea
with Janet, and Micheline climbing with the 18-year-old son of a GHM
friend, were to repeat the traverse. Conditions were not ideal, as both Nea
and Janet were ill after a meal in La Berarde on the way up but the exhilara
tion of the summit ridge worked its familiar spell. 38 years later, when I
traversed the Meije for the second time at the age of 55, Janet wrote me a
congratulatory letter. It was a characteristic gesture.

John Streetly, 1928-1999

John Streetly was a phenomenon. Like a meteor, he blazed onto the British
climbing scene in 1952 with the first ascent of Bloody Slab on Clogwyn
Du'r Arddu, followed by an Alpine holiday or two - and then he was gone.

Although John was born in Swindon on 2 August 1928, his family soon
moved to the Caribbean where his father, initially trained as an engineer,
took holy orders and became the Venerable Archdeacon Streetly in Trinidad
and Tobago. John won an Island scholarship to Cambridge and was my
contemporary at Queen's College in 1949 where he read Natural Sciences.
This bronzed and tousled fair-haired 5ft 4in dynamo was a totally all-round
sportsman. At home, he and his younger brother Arthur fIlled the family
larder with lobster and red snapper. At Cambridge, he won a Freshman's
swimming trial, a boxing blue at featherweight, coxed for the College and
then, looking around for other pursuits, was introduced to rock-climbing.

In mid-term the University Mountaineering Club used to hire a coach for
a day on Derbyshire gritstone, which most of the novices found impossibly
difficult. Then Ted Wrangham saw John soloing halfway up a VS and
shouted 'Come down, John, don't you realise that's dangerous!' Clearly he
needed taking in hand but, apart from gaining experience, John didn't need
much apprenticeship. In 1952 he joined me in a dawn ascent of St John's
College Chapel. In the 1930s its vertiginous tower was the 'last great problem'
for Cambridge roof climbers, solved eventually, I believe, by Jack Longland.
In North Wales we repeated routes that were not often done then by
undergraduates. It must have been after doing the Second Girdle of Cloggy's
West Buttress and descending by the Western Terrace that we first noticed
the entry to Bloody Slab. The story of its first ascent on 10 June 1952 has
now entered Welsh climbing folklore. I had planned to be there with John,
Ted Wrangham and Brian Mudd but the chain broke on my ancient
motorbike and delayed me overnight. By the time I arrived the deed was
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done! Folklore is the richer, because if I had been there I feel I would probably
have restrained John from such an ill-equipped and irreversible venture. But
Ted Wrangham was known as a forceful second!

In the two years between June 1951 and June 1953, 14 new routes were
done on Cloggy, all by Joe Brown or Don Whillans except for Bloody Slab.
But they had no tradition of writing about their climbs. Streetly was
persuaded to give an account in Cambridge Mountaineering 1954 which
must be one of the frankest and most desperate descriptions in climbing
literature. Ted hadjust bought a 200ft length of nylon medium to use in the
Alps. The climb involved a long traverse left above the sloping and partly
undercut Western Terrace, so that exposure increased alarmingly. After the
thinnest slab climbing yet done on Cloggy, John reached a good grass ledge
just as the rope ran out. Nobody cared to follow with the high risk of a
pendule over the overhangs. He could not climb down either, so he could
only unrope and solo the last two pitches hoping the major problems had
been overcome. With today's gear and sticky soles, Bloody Slab is still graded
E3,5b.

Then came John's frrst Alpine season. After warming up with David Fisher
on the frrst British ascent of the East Ridge of the Dent du Crocodile, he
joined a CUMC meet which I organised amongst the 4000m peaks of the
Valais. Our best route together was the rarely repeated North Ridge of the
Dent Blanche, frrst climbed in 1928 by the guide Joseph Georges ('le Skieur')
with Dorothy Pilley and her husband, the literary critic I A Richards, on
their honeymoon. We had drifted slightly off the route, when John and I
had a close shave beneath a vertical wall which I had to restrain John from
tackling direct. Instead, while I belayed, he traversed right on tiny frngerholds
with slab friction for the feet. Suddenly, the block he was holding in both
hands broke off. Down he went in a cloud of dust and debris. Fortunately,
the single runner held and we survived.

John then disappeared to work in the Trinidad oilfrelds and in 1960, with
Hank Sylvester, formed Brisco - the British Scientifrc Company - which
specialised in instrumentation for offshore platforms. Occasional legendary
tales leaked out, of John doing a headstand on top of a 120ft oil derrick, or
landing a 400lb grouper which a few years previously would have been a
world record.

On holidays, he was well placed to join expeditions to South America:
with John Kempe's party to the Peruvian Andes in 1956 when he and
Michael Westmacott summited the 18,797ft Huagaruncho; and on Barrie
Page's expedition to the Central Tower of Paine in 1962-63 when the team
just thwarted a rival Italian group also determined to make the frrst ascent.
Then came two trips to the prow of Roraima, which was frnally climbed in
1974, but he had to drop out because of a knee injury. His only Himalayan
trip was in 1961 with Dennis Davis's group to Nuptse but he had to leave
early, arriving in London as news came of the successful frrst ascent.

More remarkable was his frrst climbing sortie in 1955 with Don Whillans
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who was cooling off in a stream above Llanberis. 'Come on Don,' said John,
a bundle of restless energy, 'I've a few years' climbing time to make up; be
too old next time I'm over here.' The next two weeks were the most hectic
Don could remember - second or third ascents of the most difficult climbs
they could find. Four years later John learnt that Don was just off to
Chamonix with the Walker Spur in mind. Although not having touched
rock for three years, John flew out to join Don, Les Brown and Hamish
MacInnes on the route. Climbing as two pairs, John led the second rope
most of the way as Hamish had a fractured skull from falling rocks. Halfway
up they noticed a very British nylon jammed-knot runner - Robin Smith
and Gunn Clarke had beaten them by a day to make the first British ascent.

After the Booker Group bought the Trinidad arm of Brisco in 1979, John
moved to the UK, settling on a Devon smallholding where he could fish his
own trout stream and a salmon beat nearby. But his later years were racked
with pain, as crippling arthritis affected all his limbs. It was sad to see a
friend with so much courage grow old and wizened, but he still rejoiced in
his large maturing family who all survive him: his wife Elizabeth and children
Julia, Alison, Jane, Michael and Joanna.

Will we ever see his like again? Let Don Whillans, who could be rather
suspicious of university types, but who became a good friend, have the last
word: 'With the possible exception of Joe Brown, John Streetly was the best
rock climber I ever climbed with. His technique was incredible: he could
climb as delicately as a fly, but also overcome problems requiring sheer
physical strength with ease.'

GeorgeBand

Stephen Paul Miller, 1966-1999

Steve Miller died in a mountaineering accident on the Sonnighorn in the
Swiss Alps last summer.

Steve initially studied geology and this allowed him to get into the hills as
part of his work. When I first met Steve, who was by then working for the
Home Office, he was predominantly a walker, but very soon he started
climbing and became very keen. Steve joined the Tuesday Climbing Club
and because of his natural leadership and popularity, he soon became club
chairman. He was a very enthusiastic mountaineer and prided himself in
going to the hills at every opportunity that he could, and would organise
trips away with friends between club organised ones.

When not going to the hills, Steve would encourage others to join him in
day walks in the Chilterns or the South Downs; anywhere to get out into
the open and enjoy the hills. He was not ashamed to admit being a peak
bagger and would hold this data on a computer, each new summit over
2000ft being ticked-off and he would then study those remaining and work
out how best to knock-them-off on subsequent trips away.
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Steve went on many trips to Scotland with TCC club members. His
keenness for the area was such that he returned by air only a couple of
weeks later for a long weekend, and with a friend, he was able to climb all
the Torridon mountains which were still outstanding on his list.

He visited the Alps in Austria and Switzerland, in order to gain further
mountaineering skills, and always he was a driving force among the people
with him. When Steve asked me if I was prepared to propose him for
membership of the Alpine Club, I agreed without hesitation and stated in
the proposal 'He is a very competent mountaineer and is enthusiastic about
the mountains. I believe that he will carry on improving his mountaineering
skills in the Alps and be an asset to the Alpine Club.' He truly lived up to my
image of him.

Steve went to the club hut in Patterdale on frequent occasions and this
year he and a colleague undertook a sponsored attempt at the 14 peaks over
3000 feet in North Wales; the money raised was donated to the Patterdale
Mountain Rescue Team. As with all things that Steve tried at work and
play, there was no place for failure and he would encourage others, especially
at play, to enjoy the hills as much as he did.

Steve died doing what he liked best, climbing in the mountains, and he
will be sorely missed by all who knew him

Don Hodge

Frederic Sinclair Jackson, 1914 -1999

Fred Jackson died from heart failure on 23 September 1999 at the house of
his daughter Helen in Zimbabwe, where he had spent the last few years of
his life. He was elected to the Club in 1957, proposed by Bob Hargreaves
and seconded by Claud Bicknell. His Alpine experience was extensive,
beginning with a guideless ascent of the Zugspitze in 1934. At the time of
his election he had climbed many of the classic routes, all guideless, with
various companions, frequently Bob Hargreaves or Jack Ramsay Willis. He
had also climbed in many parts of the world - the Tatras, the Jamtland
mountains in Sweden, Table Mountain and in the Rockies. This list provides
a good illustration of his wide love of mountains.

In 1964, his friend Dr. Aubrey Wentham (Alpine Ski Club) - to whom I
am indebted for much information about Fred's distinguished career as a
cardiologist - was looking after the King of Bhutan. The Prime Minister
had just been assassinated, and a dangerous political situation had developed.
The King was in poor health and in desperate need of a wise medical adviser.
Aubrey Wentham, knowing Fred's experience as a cardiologist and his love
of mountain country, persuaded him to go out to Bhutan at short notice,
where he was a great source of advice and encouragement to the King and
his family. He became a great friend as well as joint medical adviser with
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Aubrey Wentham. Later he took out Michael Ward on an exploratory
expedition to Bhutan, where they made a great tour of the northern part of
the country and produced an important map. The King died in the 1970s,
but Fred and Aubrey visited their many friends in Bhutan as guests of the
widowed Queen in 1978 and made an emergency visit to see the young
King in 1979. They returned with their families in 1986, always receiving a
royal welcome and generous facilities for trekking. So Fred Jackson can be
regarded as one of the pioneers in the exploration of Bhutan.

In 1959 Fred was a member of our expedition to Ama Dablam. I had
previously climbed with him in Skye and had got to know his sterling
qualities. On our expedition he was a great support to me, particularly after
the loss of Mike Harris and George Fraser. During the course of the
expedition he carried out a programme of research into the effects of high
altitude and hypoxia. This involved the collection of a large number of
electrocardiograms from the expedition members and from the Sherpa
community. We also brought back dozens of small tubes containing blood
samples, which Fred and I nursed on the flight in the aircraft cabin. On our
arrival at Heathrow we went straight to Barts and handed over the samples
to a waiting professor. Fred had a list of about half-a-dozen researchers all
anxious to examine the samples for their different purposes. Unfortunately,
the fIrst on the list, having taken what he wanted, poured the lot down the
drain. Fred reported on the results of his own researches in an article in the
British Medical Journal.

He pursued a distinguished career in medicirie. He graduated at Cambridge
in mathematics and economics but soon switched to medicine. After war
service in the RAF in India and Burma where he served as medical officer
to 17 Squadron, he was appointed in 1948 to the London Hospital as a
junior research registrar. He was subsequently involved in research in the
radiology of heart failure and pulmonary oedema, with Sir John Parkinson,
who was a world leader in cardiac radiology. In 1951 he was appointed
second consultant in cardiology at the Newcastle General Hospital where
he was largely responsible for the establishment of a coronary care unit. He
completed his career as head of the cardiac department. On his retirement
he moved to Patterdale and later to Somerset. There he was greatly affected
by the death of his lovely and loving wife Joan, from which I do not think
he ever recovered. He is survived by his two daughters.

My last trip with Fred was for a long walk in the Cuillins in 1989, on the
thirtieth anniversary of our Ama Dablam expedition. Although we were
both in our mid-seventies, we managed to get up to the main ridge at two or
three places, but I could not keep up with him on our long descents to
Sligachan.

Fred was a delightful companion on and off the hills, also a great eccentric
in many ways. He is greatly missed, although many of his contemporaries
are of course no longer with us.

1 H Emlyn lanes
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Michael Ward writes:
Fred Jackson worked in the highly regarded and extremely busy cardiac
department of the Royal London Hospital, Whitechapel for some years
before he became a consultant cardiologist at Newcastle. Here he helped to
build up the department into one of the best in the north-east of England.
In the spring of 1959 he was a member of the party led by Emlyn Jones that
attempted to climb Ama Dablam from the north and on which Mike Harris
and George Fraser lost their lives. During this expedition Fred carried out
routine KC.G. recordings and was surprised to find that at altitude perfectly
fit mountaineers showed changes that could be attributed to heart disease.
It is not now thought that these changes were due to the lack of oxygen at
altitude, for the heart seems to function very well at extreme altitude.

In 1964 both of us went to Bhutan to see the King. As X-rays were needed
and as no apparatus was available in Bhutan, a machine had to be brought
up from Calcutta. During this period of waiting we travelled along the NW
and northern part of the Bhutan-Tibet border and were able to penetrate the
Lunana region, despite an Indian Survey team being repulsed earlier by
bad weather and excessive snowfall. On our return over the Kanglakachu
La, the wind suddenly changed and the pall of sullen grey monsoon clouds
lifted. Before dawn next day and in clear almost windless weather we climbed
an elegant and not too easy aiguille about 1500ft above the pass. It was
perfectly situated - not too high and in a group of peaks jutting south from
the main peaks of the Bhutan-Tibet watershed. From the summit we saw
for the first time the whole of the crescent of the Bhutan Himalaya. We
confirmed that rather than being part of the Assam Himalaya, into which
geographers had placed these unseen peaks, it was a separate range stretch
ing from Chomolhari to Gangkar Puenzum (Rinchita) and beyond. It was a
miraculous sight, and a perfect day that neither of us ever forgot. Next year
in 1965 we returned with Dick Turner, a friend of Fred's, and Reader in
medicine at Edinburgh, and carried out a survey of the Lunana population
of Tibetan origin. Routine E.C.G. recordings showed no evidence of en
largement of the right ventricle that pumps blood through the lungs. This
change occurs in sea-level residents who go to altitude, and in high-altitude
residents of South America. Its absence in Tibetans may be due to the fact
that they have lived at altitude much longer than South American popula
tions and is probably an example of natural selection.

During these two years Fred also helped me with the compilation of the
first reasonably accurate map of this border region. This was carried out by
the method of a compass traverse, and is probably the last map to be published
using this method.

Fred, who initially read economics and worked in a bank, was an excellent
clinician, warm hearted, highly intelligent and a meticulous, not to say
pernickety, observer. His contribution towards high-altitude medicine and
the topographical exploration of the then unknown Bhutan Himalaya was
very considerable.
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Christine Bicknell CBE, 1919-1999

295

In the summer of 1946 my husband Michael Roberts and I were back in the
Alps, which for six years of war had existed only in memory and imagination.
Revisiting our old haunts, at Val d'Isere we came across Christine Reynolds,
a young civil servant also on her first post-war holiday abroad. On wartime
leaves she had walked in Snowdonia, in the Lakes and Perthshire; now, her
ambition was to climb. So we invited her to join us up the Grande Sassiere
and some minor peaks. More than ever now she wanted to climb and the
following year, with the guide Heinrich Zurbriggen, she traversed the
Lenzspitze, Nadelhorn and the Stecknadelhorn, then with Michael Roberts
the Weissmies and Lagginhorn. (I stayed at home with a new baby who had
Christine as a godmother.) For the next two years she climbed with guides
in the Valais and Engadine, her peaks including the Matterhorn and the Piz
Bernina by the Biancograt. In 1947, proposed by myself and Dorothy
Richards, she had become a Graduating Member of the Ladies' Alpine Club;
in 1949 a full member.

In 1951 when I was planning a first trip to the Alps for my eldest son and
a nephew, Claud Bicknell asked me to include his schoolboy son Mark in
the party; I then invited Christine to join us as an experienced senior. We
had two weeks' enjoyable climbing with a local guide, from the huts above
Pralognan: Gliere, Peclet Polset, Grande Casse and a traverse of the Col de
la Grande Casse down to the Champagny valley where we slept in a hayloft.
Christine was a great asset to the party - she kept the communal purse, did
the accounts and at suppertime decorated the bare hut tables with wild
flowers. After a fortnight with the juniors I was bound for Courmayeur
where I was to meet Claud and Peter Bicknell- I had bargained with Claud
that in return for taking Mark, I would then have some grown-up climbing
with him and his brother. So Christine, who still had a few days' leave,
came with me to the rendezvous at La Palud. She had just time to join us
for the ascent ofMont Dolent; and began her acquaintance with the Bicknells
on the long walk up the Val Ferret. There were further parties with Bicknells:
in 1953 crossing the Oberland from the L6tschenthal to the Grimsel, climbing
the Finsteraarhorn en route - and in 1955, again in the Tarentaise and over
the passes to Valsavaranche and Courmayeur. That was the last year I climbed
with Christine in the Alps. In the late 1950s she was back in Zermatt, with
ascents of the Dent Blanche, Castor and Pollux.

In 1960 Christine retired from the Civil Service, where she had been an
Assistant Secretary at the Board of Trade, and married Claud Bicknell, whose
first wife had died in 1958. He had by this time given up what he called
'serious climbing' but they had many holidays walking in the mountains at
home and abroad: tours of Monte Rosa and Mont Blanc, trekking in Nepal
and Kashmir.

Claud was a solicitor in Newcastle and Christine was soon involved in
public work on Tyneside, her experience as a senior civil servant having
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made her much in demand. She served on hospital boards, the Family
Planning Association, the North Regional Planning Board. Yet her public
work was less important to her than the making and running of a most
hospitable home at Maiden Cross, their house in Hexham. There she loved
entertaining family and friends and reclaiming a once fine garden that had
fallen into neglect. Situated on a steep dene, enclosing a burn and a quarry,
it presented a tough challenge; after ten years of Christine's hard work - she
had very little outside help - and imaginative planting, it was the admiration
of the neighbourhood.

In 1970, on Claud's appointment to the Law Commission, the Bicknells
moved to London where again Christine was much in demand. She was a
Governor of St Bartholomew's Hospital and chairman (between 1973 and
1985) of the Kensington and Chelsea and Westminster Health Authority,
and subsequently of the Victoria Health Authority. Her membership of the
Newspaper Panel of the Monopolies Commission and the British Library
Board and chairmanship of Civil Service Selection Boards testify to the
range of her interests and activities, which were recognised in 1986 by being
appointed CBE.

In that year the Bicknells retired to Kendal, where at Aikrigg End, their
house on the Burneside Road just above the river Kent, they could once
again entertain family and friends and Christine could transform a garden.
There, in spite of deteriorating health and restricted movement, and always
with Claud's strong support, Christine continued to welcome old friends
and oversee the garden until a few weeks before her death on 4 March 1999.

Janet Adam Smith

Sir George Bishop, 1913-1999

George Bishop's most important mountaineering activities took place at an
age when most of us are winding down. He was 54 when he and his wife
Una first visited the Himalaya and they continued to do so almost annually
for the next 17 years. More remarkably, he was for most of that period either
vice-chairman or chairman of a major public company and a senior City
figure. Clearly he was someone who knew how to organise his priorities.
He was also one of the few people at the time who, after a brilliant career in
Whitehall, achieved a successful career in industry. And on his retirement
from the City in 1983 he devoted his experience and energy to the Royal
Geographical Society, becoming its President from 1983 to 1987. He joined
the Alpine Club in 1982, was Chairman of the Mount Everest Foundation,
and President of the British Nepal Society from 1979 to 1989. He was
knighted in 1975.

George was a Lancastrian, born near Wigan in 1913, his mother being a
primary school teacher and his father a brick works manager. The 1920s in
Lancashire were not easy, but George was bright and scholarships took him
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to the local grammar school and then to the London School of Economics.
He must have been a precocious child because, so it is said, at the age of six
he took out a subscription to The Times at Id an issue. This was on the
basis that The Times gave him the maximum number of words per penny.
As a result he was often better informed than his teacher, which, on occasion,
gave rise to embarrassing situations.

As a boy he was introduced by his father to hill walking in Wales. While
at the L.S.E. he went further afield, to the Lake District and Scotland, and
started climbing, becoming a member of the Wayfarers' Club. Between the
L.S.E. and the outbreak of war he was active in social service work with the
unemployed in South Wales and the North. And then, in 1940, he was
swept into the Ministry of Food, much of the time being posted to Colwyn
Bay, handy for North Wales. He had volunteered for the Army but was
denied this by the powers that be; he would, I suspect, have become a brilliant
staff officer.

In the event, he also turned out to be a naturally gifted administrator - a
practical man but with a first-class intellect, energetic and decisive. He rose
naturally to the challenges of food supplies crises during and after the war,
so that by 1959 he became the youngest Deputy Secretary in Whitehall. He
was Chairman of the International Sugar Council in 1957 and Vice
Chairman of the International Wheat Council in 1959. Then, in 1961, he
was in effect head-hunted to join Booker McConnell, the owner of extensive
sugar plantations, mainly in British Guyana.

This was the 'wind of change' era, as Britain divested itself in remarkably
few years of most of its overseas colonies. George successfully negotiated
the nationalisation of Booker's interests in Guyana at minimal impact on
Booker's balance-sheet, he rescued it in Nigeria, and set it on a new course
in Britain. He was already an acknowledged expert on the world sugar
industry and colonial agriculture and was much in demand advising the aid
agencies and third world governments. He co-operated with governments
in Kenya, Somalia and Papua New Guinea to start and extend sugar
production. He became Vice-Chairman of Bookers in 1970 and finally
Chairman from 1972 to 1979, and a director of Barclays Bank (1974-1983)
and Rank Hovis McDougall (1976-1984).

These were strenuous years, with considerable overseas travel to the
outposts of Booker's sprawling empire. In all of this he was considerably
supported by Una, whom he had met in the Civil Service and had married
in 1961. And with her, he found time to climb further afield than Britain.
They started together in the Tarentaise in the 1950s, working things out for
themselves as they went along and once in a while taking a guide for the
bigger routes. In this way they climbed over the years many of the Chamonix,
Zermatt and Oberland peaks.

And then, in 1967, as a result of a little lateral thinking, George found a
whole new world of trekking and trekking peaks, mainly in Nepal. 1967
was a year of currency crisis and a £25 currency allowance; this put the
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Alps virtually out of reach. However, George recalled that Kashmir, as part
of India, was in the sterling area with no restrictions. George and Una joined
a Swiss party, and again in 1968 and 1970, but now in Nepal. From then
on, with scarcely a break, the Bishops ranged across Nepal every November
for three to four weeks, usually with Pemba Norbu as their sirdar; on some
of these trips they joined parties led by W H Murray. Their peaks and
passes included two crossings of the Tesi Lapcha Pass, Tent Peak (1976),
Mera Peak (1978), Chulu East (1979), Paldor (1980), Pokalde (1984). Pemba
Norbu became a good friend and in 1980 they brought him to Britain and
introduced him to the hills of the Lake District and Snowdonia - and to re
meeting his old friends Charles and Denise Evans.

In everything he did George brought to bear three principles: thoroughness,
never to go for the second best, and the importance of people. When he
bought mountain boots he went to Molitor in Wengen. When he sought
advice in the City he again went for the best. He was an accomplished
photographer and took much pride in selling a particularly fine picture of
Everest to Time-Life. He had also, in his younger years, been an enthusiastic
rally driver, winning the Riley Motor Club rally in 1957.

When George retired from Bookers in 1979 he remained much in demand
in the City and in the Overseas Development world. But his great love became
the Royal Geographical Society, in which John Hunt had involved him and
whose meetings he and Una attended regularly after he had completed his
term as President in 1987.

Reflecting on George's career, I suppose his impressive record did not
depend only on his fine capacity for administration, superlative though this
was, but rather on combining that with a capacity to inspire and bring people
on. Whether it was with his Sherpas or his young men in Bookers, he had
great gifts of leadership. And in all this, career and mountains, he owed
much to his partnership with Una: theirs was a close and enormously
successful relationship.

Roger Chorley

John Flavell Coales, 1907-1999

If you had happened to be. on the top of Piz Nir on a day in August 1998,
you would be forgiven for thinking that you were seeing the ghost of a late
Victorian mountaineer. This tall figure was wearing a deerstalker hat, tweed
breeches, long wool stockings and a pair of brown boots made by Mr Lobb
of St James's and lovingly waxed and polished to perfection. The spectre
was, of course, John Coales about to descend a steep and exposed track
from his last Alpine summit at the age of 91. You would have been left in no
doubt about his identity a few minutes later, when John's voice boomed out
in excitement when he found a fine specimen of the rare Eritrichium nanum,
the 'King of the Alps', beside the track. His love of the mountains was only
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matched by his love of the Alpine flowers which he cultivated in the rockeries
of his Cambridge garden.

John was born in Birmingham in 1907. His internationally famed career
in engineering had its roots in his undergraduate years in Cambridge at
Sydney Sussex College. A degree in physics and mathematics laid the
foundation ofa career which culminated in the Presidency ofthe Institution
of Electrical Engineering, the Chair of Engineering in the University of
Cambridge and, in 1970, election to the Fellowship of the Royal Society.
The path to these high distinctions started with his appointment in 1929 as
a scientist in the service of the Admiralty. His very practical research was
based on radio direction finding; during the war and up to 1948 his special
interest was in the place and application of radar in enhancing the accuracy
of naval gunnery.

After the war he joined the research team of Elliot Automation and played
a key role in developments in other aspects of radar and in the creation of a
computer of hitherto unequalled power and versatility. In 1953 he went back
to Cambridge to set up a research unit which became a national centre of
excellence and in 1966 he was promoted to the rank of Professor in the
University which he served with great distinction for most of the rest of his
life. He created a team whose work had wide-ranging aspects including the
systems involved in missiles, aircraft, the control of chemical processes and,
in particular, those in nuclear plants. This width of interest attracted
postgraduates from all over the world, and they were the nucleus of an
enormous band of friends who were devoted to John and to his wife Thea.
Together, they were the centre of a world-wide scientific family. The award
of the CBE and many honorary degrees were followed by the rarely conferred
Honda Prize.

Thus, John was a great academic with a very practical attitude, enormous
ability and kindness and a wide spectrum of interests. These included
mountaineering, morris dancing and alpine gardening - an interest which
he shared with his wife. They were married in 1936 and, 60 years later, 400
of their friends and family gathered for their Diamond wedding celebration
in Cambridge. This was an unforgettable and happy international gathering
on an Olympic scale, masterminded by their family. It was enjoyed
enormously by John, who demonstrated his skill in morris dancing, and by
all of us who watched him.

His affection for the mountains began in the early 1930s when he went
for his first Swiss holiday with an injunction from his mother who put a ban
on serious climbing. However, when he and Thea were married, their
honeymoon was spent in Cumbria and Skye. Then followed family holidays
when they stayed at the Bridge Hotel in Buttermere and in 1961 John bought
a farm at the head of the valley, which he kept for over ten years. Thus a
distinguished scientist with a life of research, teaching, University and
Governmental commitments had another and contrasting existence. When
he was away from his University and industrial responsibilities, he enjoyed
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the hard work and trials of a Cumbrian farmer and the fellowship of a remote
Lakeland valley.

John's love for Switzerland was rekindled when he and the family
holidayed in the Alps and other mountain ranges. In the early 1960s he
commenced his long and happy membership of the Swiss Alpine Club and
its Association of British Members. He climbed in most of the regions of
the Alps and other European ranges and among his climbing partners were
Ben Howe, Paul and Virginia French, Peter Ledeboer, John Whyte and others
of us who remember his company and warm friendship. He was elected to
membership of the Alpine Club in 1976. All of us have our own happy
memories of the days on the mountains, the pleasure of his enthusiasm and
the enjoyment of the evenings of wining, dining and conversation. John
was a gregarious man, a stalwart friend and he excelled as both host and
participant in post-prandial discussions. He made his points with energy,
clarity, authority and a phenomenal number of decibels. John had a voice
which had outstanding volume and velocity. A gentle comment would be
audible at a considerable distance.

I hope that I have succeeded in painting a verbal picture of a great man of
many talents. His humour, kindness and wit were combined with a
monumental scientific pedigree and a life of high achievement. He aged in
years but never in intellect or enthusiasm. His friends remember him as a
splendid companion, a raconteur of distinction. The worlds of climbing
and of science are the poorer for his loss and we will all grieve with Thea
and their family.

Paddy Boulter

Scott Russell, 1913-1999

Like many of my generation, I first met Scott through the OUMC. He had
been a don at Brasenose and still lived near Oxford. Whenever possible he
went to the OUMC lectures and delighted in talking to those just starting
mountaineering. Later, in return for small amounts of unskilled labour in
his beautiful garden in the Vale of the White Horse, he and his wife Anne
dispensed generous hospitality and discussed climbing and any other subject
late into the night.

Robert Scott Russell was born in England in 1913 but moved with his
family to live in New Zealand when he was eight. In his teens, he joined the
New Zealand Alpine Club which organised training camps to introduce
people to the special conditions of the NZ Alps - fast-flowing rivers with
few crossing points, sudden storms, long approach marches with no porters
and usually bad rock.

He used university vacations, while studying Botany at the University of
Otago, to explore and climb extensively in the Southern Alps. It was a
marvellous time to be climbing in New Zealand. There were many big peaks
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still unclimbed and first crossings to be made of passes on the main
watershed. Thus he made the first ascents of all the major summits in the
cirque around Echo Creek. Around this time, his elder brother was killed in
an avalanche while hill walking.

In 1936 Scott returned to England for post-graduate research at Imperial
College London. He met George Finch, a professor at Imperial College,
who was to become his father-in-law. Finch's classic The Making of a
Mountaineer had been one of Scott's mountaineering textbooks. He rock
climbed with David Cox and Robin Hodgkin, the hard rock men of the
time. But he did not like the, to him, artificiality of climbing short, steep bits
of rock and did not adapt to not having to minutely test each hold. However,
the Easter gatherings at Pen-y-Pass organised by Geoffrey Winthrop Young
were a great delight.

In 1937 he spent a season in the Alps doing some of the big snow routes
near Zermatt. He also climbed the Matterhorn via the Zmutt ridge, which
gave him lasting pleasure since it had been his ambition to climb this ridge
since first reading about it in Finch's book. Afterwards, he always considered
the Zmutt as a yardstick of a mountaineer's competence on a big mountain.
The summer of 1938 was spent with an expedition organised by the Imperial
College of Science to Jan Meyen island in the Arctic. Two months were
spent on the island combining botanical work with ice ascents of the two
peaks of the extinct volcano, Beerenberg. The NE peak was previously
unclimbed.

On his return to England, Scott was invited by Eric Shipton to join his
1939 Karakoram expedition. It was a wonderful plan. They were to spend
15 months in the field, the summer of 1939, that winter and the summer of
1940 exploring and mapping the area around the Biafo and Hispar glaciers
where the maps at the time were vague and unreliable. They found that the
Hispar glacier was ten miles shorter and the Biafo glacier six miles longer
than previously thought. They reduced the height of Fanny Bullock
Workman's peak above the Hispar Pass from 21,300ft to 19,400ft. While
they did not climb any of the major peaks, they covered vast tracts of
complicated ground. But war intervened and they were forced to abandon
the expedition and return to Europe. The last journey before setting off
home was to climb up to the Khurdopin Pass on the north side of Snow
Lake. They did not have time to descend to the north. It gave Scott pleasure
that the first crossing of this pass from south to north was done by Stephen
Venables 50 years later.

Scott wanted to join the Army to do his bit for the war effort but, because
of his scientific qualifications, was considered to be in a reserved occupation
and, instead, spent 18 frustrating months in Malaya at the Rubber Research
Institute. He considered the work he was set to do there useless for the war
or any other effort.

He finally badgered his way into the Indian Army as a second lieutenant
just in time to take part in the fall of Singapore. The following three and a
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half years were spent as a prisoner of the Japanese in Changi Jail. To
supplement his and his fellow prisoners' terrible diet, he ran a garden growing
vegetables. To keep sane, he hand wrote - in two copies on military forms,
plentiful even in a military prison, one copy being kept hidden from the
guards - his account of his mountaineering experience to that point, Mountain
Prospect, which was eventually published after the war, in 1946.

At Oxford, Scott took great interest in both the OUMC and the Exploration
Club and arranged lectures by people like Freddy Chapman and, of course,
George Finch. Scott had married Anne Finch in 1946.

After leaving Oxford, Scott was appointed to establish and run the
Radiobiological Laboratory of the Agricultural Research Council. Under
his direction, it became a centre of excellence, renowned worldwide, for the
study of the effects of nuclear radiation on plant life and the consequences
for human nutrition.

Scott was devastated when his second son, Andrew, who had inherited
the family love of mountaineering, was killed in an avalanche in West Nepal
in 1977.

But, in spite of this, Scott retained his keen interest in mountains and
climbers to the end. In 1988 he had Finch's The Making of a Mountaineer
reprinted and wrote a memoir for this. It described Finch's life and
achievements but also made sense of some of the complex politics of the
early Everest expeditions.

John Cole

Arun Samant, 1949-1999

On the morning of 17 July 1998, from our eyrie at 5800m on an unnamed,
unclimbed peak above the Chango glacier of Kinnaur, Ravi Wadaskar and
I watched three tiny dots moving up the vast NW flanks of Leo Pargial; we
could not help grinning to ourselves as we thought-sped our good wishes to
Arun Samant and his two climbing companions, Anil Chavan and C. Dorjee,
across the wide gap of the glacial valley. We were truly impressed with the
rapidity of their lightweight ascent. We watched them through our binoculars
pitching camp in the afternoon and in our hearts we wished them well for
the morrow. The next morning dawned crystal clear and our hopes for our
friends remained high. As we descended later, a huge mass of cloud seemed
to appear out of nowhere and settled down menacingly over Leo Pargial,
shrouding Arun and his friends in masses of grey. We cursed the weather on
their behalf, almost sure that their summit chances were dwindling by the
minute.

But I had reckoned without Arun's steely determination. As we lounged
around base the next evening, a visibly tired Dorjee staggered into camp
with a wide grin on his face. Yes, he told us, they had reached the summit.
Arun walked in a little later and we all hugged him and congratulated him
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for his achievement. In five days from base camp he had ascended and
descended a new route on this 679lm mountain in good style.

Though I had known Arun vaguely for more than a decade, it was only
on this particular expedition that our friendship was fmally cemented. I
found it easy to get along with this slim, tall man who commanded immense
respect in the Mumbai mountaineering fraternity. His warmth, generosity,
and commitment to any project he was involved in, were qualities which
endeared him to all those who came in contact with him. His contribution
in finally making the Tata Everest '98 expedition a success is acknowledged
by all those who were involved in that particular project.

A structural engineer by training, Arun ran a successful consultancy and
even lent his expertise freely to community projects executed by agencies
like the Bombay Natural History Society. His commitment to the cause of
climbing in India was total: as Treasurer, then Secretary of the Himalayan
Club, he devoted his energies and his talents to the service of the Club. He
was always accessible to the greenest of greenhorns and was ever ready to
help and encourage mountaineers who were about to embark on their maiden
ventures. Many issues of the Himalayan Journal would be that much poorer
without his meticulously executed sketch maps that accompanied many of
the articles.

His own preference during the last few years of his life tended more towards
small, mobile expeditions to areas with untapped potential, like the Losar,
Lingti and Chango valleys. And during the course of these trips he developed
and matured to his full potential as a leader, an all-round mountaineer, a
photographer and a writer.

I consider it a privilege to have been associated with him for the last few
years and shall always cherish our friendship and our mountain memories.

Aloke Surin



70. Charles Warren, 1906-1999,
outside the Refugio Mezzalama in 1972.
(lain Ogilvie) (p278)

7I. John Streetly, 1928-1999, in the 19505.
(Elizabeth Streetly collection) (P289)

72. Janet Adam Smith, 1905-1999, on top of the Riffelhorn in 1929.
(Adam Roberts collection) (p283)
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